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Report- Session with Director Sir
On 13th of February, Students of grade 10 had their final tête-à-tête with their beloved Director
Sir, Mr. K Sunil Kumar, before their ventured out from ‘Virtual Classroom’ into the ‘Real world’
the mystifying Society. Students have had the opportunity to receive some valuable insights and
pointers about their board examinations.
The skull session commenced with the exchange of greetings and a fervent oration by Sir about a wonderful journey of schooling
which we all have been a part of, and perhaps the most important chapter of our lives. Thereafter, students were asked to write down
on ‘what walks of life do they see themselves in or aspire to be in the times to come’, in chits of paper, so as to remain anonymous.
After a thorough examination, Sir asked us to name out a few industries that currently exist and those that we are aware of.
Automobile industry, Oil and Gas industry, textiles and healthcare were a few that we were able to name. Sir explained about status of
these industries in the next 20 years, when we will emerge and transit from the state of exploration and self-discovery of adolescence,
to that of dedication and commitment of adulthood. Automobile industry will pretty much be revolutionized from gasoline to batteryrun vehicles and hence the petroleum industry will lose its vitality. Sir also suggested that textiles will soon not evince any sign of life,
and so is the case with healthcare and retail. One thing common in all was that all of such markets will replace humans with
sophisticated machinery and technology, and hence, social skills and personal touch will form an indispensable skill in the upcoming
digital age.
On the same note, Sir discussed his early education and work experience in software services in US as well as his previous work that
led to several publications in the medical domain. He also commented on the importance of Science and Technology in the nearest
future. Coming to personal values and ethics, he deliberated about the significance of Managing Stress in day to day life and the
various ways in which one can overcome it, be it sports, strolling out in the ground or indulging in a good nap. He also interpreted
about the influence of camaraderie of school life, and how one must strive to turn their dreams into reality, giving their very own
definition to success.
Followed by the discourse, the forum was then open to students’ questions and clarifications:Anjali : Sir, What do you consider a better option; turning our dreams into reality or changing our dreams according to reality?
Director: People on this planet are unfortunately not so lucky to stick to a single aspiration right from their adolescence to their
adulthood. Their dreams tend to change quite often, when not one, but many different options might seem intriguing to them.
However, as time goes by, their dreams and their reality tend to intersect at a certain point, since people, no matter what, end up
paving a path to achieve their dreams, irrespective of the reality they live in.
Abhinav: Is future as a freelancer better or should one stick to a single career?
Director : In the beginning, it is always better to choose a career, since people tend to acquire the much needed work experience, work
ethics and contacts through it. Then, later on in life, you can opt a career as freelancer, once you feel confident and experienced enough.
In such a scenario, the service industry provides wide range of options, as compared to manufacturing industry, since you will have to
begin right away with a huge infrastructure, which can be detrimental in the long run.
Bharath: How can we deal with peer pressure?
Director : Stress and pressure are the two things that always prevail in life, no matter what.It pretty
much depends on how you personally manage it. In a work environment, stress is common; let it be
from a boss or a client. In your personal life, it can be from your friends or relatives. So, one thing
you can certainly do is to avoid bad company. It is better to keep people who influence or pressurize
you negatively at a distance to prove your caliber.
Shikha: What are the factors one must consider in the process of turning their dreams into a
reality?
Director : Finance plays an important role when one wants to turn their aspirations into a reality.
However, ‘success always comes with money’ is not necessarily true when you define success as
your personal contentment at any stage. Also, a balance between your finance and your
relationships is quite important in the process.
It was truly an enlightening session; Later a memento with the culmination of our genuine thoughts
and vehemence of respect was presented to our Director Sir!
However it is a fact beyond dispute that all good things must come to an end, and instead of
lamenting that our very own salad days have ended, we took to smile that such an episode had
happened, wherein we definitely get to carry with us all the golden memories of our beloved school,
Our very own Unicent!
- Miss Anjali X

I Am A Water Savior
I am a water savior. I neither waste this life supporting resource nor let others waste it. The moment I see any tap running,
I rush to it and turn it off. I don’t throw any litter in the water bodies. I don’t over use this in any manner. I just use as much
as it is required. Each one of us must adopt savior’s attitude to water. If we don’t use it thriftily, our future may become
dark. No production is possible without water. There would be no crops, fruits, vegetables, cereals and pulses, TRADE
& COMMERCE.Similarly, dairy farm industry also may not flourish withoutwater. So it is our responsibility to
conserve this life nectar!! It is possible only by changing our outlook towards this wonderful natural resource life giving
nectar.Let’s remember if do not save it now, we neither are going to be SAVED !!!
- Sri Sahithi Grade IV A
A Promise Of Life

Ethics stands for Empathy, Team work, Humility, Integrity, Courage and Self Discipline. We express our
‘E’mpathy in the school using skits, on festivals in IHC competitions like jokes, sad stories etc. ‘T’eamwork
in our school we observe in the form of debates, pair or teams, class activities, presentations, skits etc.
‘H’umility- When we triumph over games or competitions. We learnt to be one among all, and all among one!
It is Integrity we show towards our teachers, towards school, our friends, to every one of all ages, and status,
which of course a quality imbibed from our beloved Principal mam. We show ‘C’ourage in accepting,
mending them and even realizing our mistakes. Our school inculcates Self-discipline among us all. Our
assemblies, class presentations, our activities are all designed which promote Self-discipline. All these we
know are elements of a better student’s life. That is why we consider our school to be our second Home. We
will try to maintain Ethics in all respects in our lives, in school and at home as well. YES, IT’S A PROMISE
OF LIFE!!-Anushka Jain V A

FIELD TRIP TO A DAIRY FARM
We went to field trip to dairy farm (WHERE?? I WILL INCLUDE MAM). We went there by bus. Our teachers were with
us. It was very far away from my school. No sooner had we reached there a personnel in the farm received us and we
walked in through. We were surprised to see dairy farm as we have never seen such a sight earlier, I realized the story
begins in the FARM!! To know about it we were explained about cows and the milk production. We observed how they
take care of cows and their calves, how they maintain cleanliness and hygienic environment every day to keep the cows
fit. Well we were surprised to know that they have a food plan for the cows even. We listened to all they said interestingly.
After visiting this dairy farm I understood the value of cows and milk and how useful milk is for our body.
-Durga Prasad Reddy Grade III A

QUOTE’FUL BUS TIME Always walk through the life as if you have something new to learn. With immense
pleasure , everlasting support and guidance by Mrs. Anusheela mam we the students of route number 7 had adopted and
innovative ideas of wishing teachers in a unique way with an inspirational code everyday instead of the routine greetings
.Each week one of the students took turn of shouldering the responsibility of choosing an inspiring quote which we named
it as-‘Code of Greeting. ‘In this course we were able to conceptualize every quote, decode its true meaning and its usage at
different situations. There is no substitute for hard work. Strive for progress not perfection. A little progress adds to s
bigger result. If opportunity doesn’t knock build doors were some illustrations. It was all possible due to the consistent
guidance of respected Principal Mrs. Rama devi. We are always grateful to our mentors as something they try to every
minute to mold us to prepare for the world and its alluring challenges. Hope this culture pass on to generations after.
- Bharat-X (PIC FROM BUS ROUTE 7 FROM ANUSHEELA MAM)

A CREDIT TO OUR SKILL It is rightly said that “Today’s science is tomorrow’s technology.” On 22nd of November, few students of Unicent
school from grade 8 and 10 showcased their talents on creativity and innovation by presenting their static and working models in the science
exhibition held in HAL secondary school. The exhibits presented from our side included a working model on electromagnetic Induction, a safety
fire alarm, anatomy and function of kidneys and food adulteration spanned in all the three branches of Science-i.e, Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
In this exhibition, the participating teams shared their creative ideas and solution to everyday challenges through their innovative working / nonworking models, exhibits, projects and presentations supported by reports, displays. Research findings included a Laser safety alarm, an earthquake
detection alarm, a mini A/c, and a sensor trash bin.
Demonstrations and explanations were given by the participants and the spectators including teachers and other students were greatly impressed by
their exhibits. All the students were presented with participation certificates and were hence encouraged to develop a scientific fervor and an
attitude of research mindedness so that they develop the qualities of analytical and critical thinking. Ergo, it was indeed heartening to be inspired to
conceptualize and initiate our personal scientific journey through motivation, with a concern for sustainability and inclusivity.
-Vinisha X (model Presentation Pic Of H.a.l)
‘CONFLICTING TEENS’ Adolescent Is the Change of Childhood to Adulthood in which a child undergoes mental and physical
change. It’s an age when the parents very important role in shaping adolescents’ behavior. At this age the child tries to avoid
communication with his/her parents because she does not want to listen lectures and talks for hours and at this moment few parents also
think that his/her child does not value any thought and learning and brings the child under pressure so they might ambush the child while
the child in the room is alone and this may leads a big fight home. This is also the reason that teens get the sense of privacy and many ask
for his/her own room. Teens also begin to ask philosophical questions about religion and war. They also want their parents to have
interest in what they have interest in like music, sports, socialism.
Many teens want to hang out and spend time with their friends and not with family. At this time parents start to talk with their teens about the
choices of behavior and responsibility but only for sometime because teens don't like lectures. Going alone with your teen to a place where your
teen is interested makes the teen happy .At this time many teens have secrets or a topic to discussion and they may reveal it to them. Parents can
ease them with reasonable solutions which the child will try to apply next time. What I say is, this is the age where the child fast hits the accelerator
and steering which is controlled by the parents to make the car go smoothly and have a good journey. Lize and initiate our personal scientific
journey through motivation, with a concern for sustainability and inclusivity.
- Sahdil VIII A

A Knowledgeable Trip To Weather Station: Had we not shown interest or skipped a day due to
obtrusive reasons, we would have in adverted the opportunity of visiting ‘Weather Station Meteorological Centre, in Hyderabad. Ms. Karuna Mam our Geography teacher meticulously
designed this field trip. Mr. Murali Krishna, the Assistant scientist IMD introduced us with
many unknown things par beyond our imagination we say. We were accredited with the
process, weather observation, Radar & satellite, types of observations and the existing Doppler
weather Radar locations. It was after 3 hours we got the data as evidence. Stevenson’s box
which was used for measure temperature, humidity, dew point, and atmospheric pressure, was
painted in white and 4 feet above the ground which will not absorb the heat. There were 2
graphs in it-Thermograph and Hydrograph to measure water flow or rain.. Then we saw
evaporation tank, different types of rain gauge, tipping bucket, Animometer. It was a great
experience for us. We also got to know about different clouds. In my point of view we got to
learn extra which was beyond the textbook. We are grateful to our beloved Teacher Ms. Karuna
mam for such a meticulous trip.
- Jyoti A Jadhav. & Zahra IX
Balancing Is Beneficial : For every student to achieve his or her goal in life to be to become successful in future to have respect in
society to have name and fame, Balancing is Beneficial. This is the reason why I participate in co-curricular activities like games,
Art and Craft, and quiz competitions. And not only have that even Science fair, Math Olympiads. The tilt in the eyebrow for many
students is how to manage our hobbies, academics, sports, fairs and all others. Honestly I was reluctant to engage myself in all such
erratic activities. I was an easy and jovial kind of persona. However gradually in my growing years I got influenced by my mother
and school a lot. They slowly instilled in me how one can find a sort of relief from normal stress that arises due to studies and other
academic related activities if we tend to adopt the skills of balancing our hobbies. I slowly started with Art & Craft, and enhanced to
the extent of getting little words of appreciation from teachers and my mother as well. At home my efforts were for improving my
Second language skills for which I got complete support from parents. In school whenever there was an opportunity of IHC or any
other competitions likes debate or Elocution, I prepared at home rigorously and then used to participate in them which perhaps have
built my confidence levels to a great extent. Now I believe, after so many years of my school life, I erudite a lot.. Team work,
Balancing, Stability, Confidence and lot more….. I am going to give my exams and I’m sure Unicent has prepared me worth enough
to stand up before the world and face the challenges without hesitation.
Thank You Unicent!!

- Shikha-X

My First Day In School : I had sought admission in Unicent school. I remember my father boarded
me the bus. I reached school. The sight of the grand building made me nervous. I took a deep breath
and started walking towards the main entrance. I was in an emotional turmoil.I had a fringe of feeling
that how my classmates would treat me. I wished someone could say "hello" to me. I proceeded
towards my classroom. There was a sudden clamor. Few of my classmates showered me with
several questions. Soon ‘My class Teacher’ entered the class (later I came to know). She introduced
me to the class. It was a relief from my nervous feeling. During Recess my classmates engulfed me
and introduced themselves. They got pleased with my nature and took me around the school
building, to libraray, Science lab, Computer lab….They all were excited to share lunch with me. As
the time passed I made new friends from other classes too!
Now I am quite happy with my new atmosphere. I hope I will spend my most yearning years here.
Love You Unicent!!
- Aishwarya VII B
Benefits of Vocabulary : Friends, I feel that learning vocabulary every day in the class is a very interesting thing. Learning these
vocabulary words everyday adds to the fluency of our speaking. A good treasure of vocabulary is useful for our writing and for the
better comprehending of novels and textbooks. It paves a path to express our thoughts in a better way. Vocabulary also assists
oneself to become deep thinkers. Writings can be projected in a better way without any flaws. As a word has different meanings in
different contexts, it boosts our logical thinking. It is like a treasure which helps us to invest in our writings and speaking which
captivates everyone’s attention.As we are aware of the benefits of having good vocabulary, let us start accumulating our treasure by
reading more books, newspapers and textbooks too!!!
- Nidhi Bisht Grade V B

“Win or Lose” – Keep going!!
I am a sixth grader and I have experienced failure many times. Loosing is really hard and it makes me feel sad. But, analyzing the
fact always there is a winner and loser in any competition. Turning my thoughts into reality, I feel that losing indulges more
competitive spirit to introspect the reasons and win next time. We should take a deep breath, relax and think to find out what is
pulling us behind.
Many people criticize the losers, but this is the time where we should be calm, strengthen ourselves and think about our positive
attributes by creating a space for self- motivation.
Everyone for sure will have an inbuilt talent which might be excavated any time. Just try to excavate your own talent and keep
going…
Nothing is permanent; It is a cyclic process “Today’s victor is tomorrow’s or yesterday’s loser.”
- T. Sai Srujan Grade VI B

Role of Teachers and Parents in Adolescence: Adolescence is the transitional period from childhood to adulthood. In this period we
undergo many physical changes which lead to disturbance in emotional balance. I feel that this is the time where teachers and parents play a
major role by rendering their supporting hand to overcome much confusion.
A proper guidance should be given by the trusted sources, I mean from parents and teachers as they are the people who teach values in life. I
feel that first parents need to accept and respect teen as an individual totally and unconditionally. They need to be positive in their approach
by giving directions and suggestions in a proper way which boosts the confidence of the teen makes him feel secured. This also helps the
teen not to rely on other sources through which they may be overwhelmed negative information thus leading to insecurity.
I strongly believe that there are certain things which only parents can do:
l
Setting appropriate boundaries for the wellbeing of the teen
l
Encouraging the child to participate in social activities
l
Making them aware of the changes during this age and making them feel comfortable.
Teachers also play a major role in nurturing many of the inner core attributes and personality of the teen. They should also have an eye on the
peer groups, psychological thinking and the changes in their way of behaving which have to be addressed immediately with utmost care.
It’s the role of both teachers and parents to make the teen have trust in them and share their problems openly which in turn leads to a healthy
well-being of the teen.

- Tanishka. N Grade VIII A

Friendship
A friend is someone we turn to
When our spirits need a lift
A friend is someone we treasure
For friendship is a gift
A friend is someone who fills
Our lives with joy and grace
A friend makes the world we live in
A better and happier place…
- Vagish Grade VI B

My Way of Looking Into Mistakes: Life is all common about winning and losing. When we lose, it creates a big burden on us. Some
people get depressed but when we lose in anything, instead of getting suppressed or getting into depression, we have to learn the mistakes
done which made us lose in the games. To get rid of sadness about the losing, you can learn how to win the next game and if we keep a goal
and play we will definitely win the game or it will be a tie but you can never lose if you learn new things about the games. In leisure time we
can play the real games instead of video games. So if you follow the tips you will definitely give a tough competition to the opponent.
- Utkarsh -IV A

MY DREAM CAREER
My dream career is to become a doctor because they are treated as second God who gives new life to the diseased. I want to become an
Oncologist who treats cancer. Nowadays cancer is spreading faster and threatening. The other problem is that cost also is high. Most of the
people may not afford. So I want to set up a hospital dying. So, I will start Cancer treatment for where I will treat in less cost. I will
campaign and create awareness of the causes of Cancer and also research new medicines for diseases. I will try the medicine which will
shrink the tumour and then reduce the severity. Thus I will create a new world which will lead a happy and better life without diseases such
- Akshara. M VII B
as cancer etc..

AN OBSERVANCE WITH FIDELITY
TO HIM.... WITH RESPECT-TRUE LOVER OF EARTH Always striving hard to fill our stomachs are those unsung heroes whose
hard work and dedication is never appreciated. We never think of the struggle they face when harvesting crops instead we waste them with
no pain. We, Green house students have conducted Farmer's Day on amidst the galore of coordinators, teachers and students which made
the event a really poignant one!
With a sheer mind of motivating the students to understand the struggle and pain of Farmers, a skit was planned in a Village setup where
every minute detail of a farmer was shown.
The children made a strong impact with the values shown in the skit, on their peers. Mrs. Rama Devi, Principal Mam has motivated and
encouraged the future generations to ponder over the issue and work over the solutions, in which respecting and conserving food has fallen
into the leap of message.
In today's world, everything is learnt with practical knowledge. And that is why, UNICENT has shown a path to its students to sow seeds
and nurture us all in the campus. Every student justly felt the happiness and the grief that the farmer feels during the program. WE in our
inner hearts took to resolution to pay this man respects by not wasting food. Having said that, farmer is not only the back bone of the
country, but also the King of the Nation. He is the Savior of mankind, our own Farmer, a genuine and true son for soil, we ended the
program with National Anthem after the vote of thanks by Mrs. Neeraja ma’am!
- Tanishka. N Grade VIII A
EKBHARAT SHREST BHARAT
Years pass, generations live, but the history of our nation, its ancient culture, its diversity, the fabric of traditionally
existing emotional bonds between the people in the spirit of national integration ‘Ek Bharaat and Shrest Bhaarat!!!!
Signifying the concept, Unicent has celebrated 70th Republic day with opulence of finery by decorating the whole
premises in Tri colour. The diverse culture, its fests, music, dance, heritage were all amalgamated in the backdrops.
The dawn presented a pleasant air of freedom, a fiesta of self rule aligned by certain restrictions! In the proceedings
of the day, after the conventional invoke to God with Shloka and prayer by the choir, there was a rendition of
Vandemataram. A speech on the prominence of the historic day, and the hard core journey of the constituent
assembly were profusely delivered by Miss Anjali, the Head girl.
At the promising moment around 8 a.m , Principal Mrs. Ramadevi unfurled the flag amidst the mighty patriots (Unicentians) who raised
their heads with pride to the rising flag synchronised by the National Anthem. Songs by primary wing and high school were flabbergasting
with their melodious versions on Tiranga. As a part of the Central board theme to maintain bond of unity, we Unicentians have celebrated
Haryanvi dances and Telangana folk dances.
The speeches manifested, "The true source of right is duty and how Fundamental duties shape a man into a civilized citizen by Bhushan
and Shreetha of IX .Pre-primary wing has evidently proven with their appealing presentation in short about their ISA project in which the
children clad in Srilanka’s attire, not only spoke about its culture and language, but had the rendition of National Anthem of the wonderful
land which casted a spell on the milieu. Streamlining the young minds , Principal on the occasion, has insisted to develop scientific temper
which is one of its important components, besides showing concern towards the environment. With a note of highly spirited and contented
hearts, the day’s programme ended.
- Shaista-X
FUN & FROLIC – AN ENCOUNTER WITH FESTIVITY
Observing the festivities, culture and tradition of India has become major components in schools
curriculum. Makar Sankranti was in the discourse of promoting values and ethnics among the diverse
sections of students. The jamboree of Sankranthi reached a crescendo when Unicentians showcased their
talents and enjoyed the flavor of “Makar Sankranthi” ,with great devotion, fervor and gaiety, embedded by
the beautiful decoration.
As a part of tradition, children started this exceptionally glorious day with a Shloka and a prayer. Mrs Asha
Nambiar, our pre-primary in charge had extended welcoming address to the audience. The tiny tots of preprimary in colorful dresses entertained the galore of viewers with their endearing little feet tapping to
stunning and bouncing tunes which was a armistice to the eyes!!
Our Primary school in charge, Mrs. Karuna spoke regarding the significance of Sankranthi with her eternally soothing words to the
children. The sweet enchanting voices of the tiny tots left the audience with happiness. The students of Grade 1 and 2 danced to the fullest
on beautiful numbers.
When done right, competition can help children learn skills they'll use throughout their lives.
It was a big day even for the parents as they had to prove their dexterity in many matters for there were competitions organized for parents
as well. It was great to see their parents competing in free and fair manner that made them to participate with high morale even. Shining as
bright as the sun, the Unicentians,were under a sort of a magical spell.
In fact for mothers Mehendi & Rangoli competitions were held; Fathers had to deal with Hoops and Kite flying competitions. Grade V
students performed a skit on “Save Birds” that made everyone think twice before flying kites. There was a moral injunction through to save
the chirpy things around. The different threads we use can harm the birds flying while you unknowingly hurt them. An outstanding
initiative by the children, Huge applause and appreciation rolled down to the parents who participated, had shown spirit of joy by Mrs.
Ramadevi, our respected Principal, the creative director in designing such a celebration amidst the gracious presence of our honorable
Special Guest Mrs. Lakshmi was greatly impressed by the decorations and the back drop setting which took everyone off set to village.
Winners were happy and the runners were joyful as well as it rejuvenated their spirit of childhood way after. They did not bother about
winning, but totally enjoyed their time. Mrs. Anusheela, Our High School Coordinator ended the day with a vote of thanks. In a nutshell the
event was a grandeur which attained a paramount recognition for the interest and efficacy shown explicitly and implicitly.

- Mrs. Neeraja

FAREWELL TIME- A STAGE FOR CREATIVITY & ORGANISING SKILLS)
We knew that Is the day of having remarkable moments ; And that was the day of sadness as well
as rrejoicing”. Farewell is a time every year when the school bids good bye to its senior batch.
This day is a remarkable way to say goodbye. It could also be like a get together where lasting
and refreshing memory of days is cherished. We, the students of 9th got the permission to host a
grand Farewell party for the 10th.
14th Feb 2020, a fiesta dedicated to rejoice all those beautiful moments that we spent together all
these years. But there was a different scenario. It was an afternoon of mixed emotions of
happiness and sadness. The cellar was the venue which was absolutely decorated as we thought.
The theme was to make the party a mix of traditional and western cultures. The tenth graders were
appealed with a Tilak and a rose, a traditional way of aspiring well for them. As soon as seniors
were all seated, the program started with a small shloka. We kept the 10th graders engaged with small mind games initially till the teachers
have joined as the school was functioning. We welcomed the teachers with the same faith of 10th graders. A group song was presented,
followed by the announcement of winners in games and gifts to 10th graders. We knew that was the day of having remarkable moments so
the show continued with a power back and energetic dance performance by boys, a fun filled skit, which was just an effort by us to provide
a message on “overuse of smart phone is harmful”. We created the characters in a way to entertain our seniors which was fruitful. A truly
motivational and inspirational speech by miss. Anjali Krishna has made us all get awe struck and in a way more responsible too. 10th
graders as a mark of gratitude awarded their teachers with mementoes.
Entertainment pranced in its own way with a song and girls dance performance. We came to the final elements of the program. Our beloved
principal mam delivered a kind and motivational speech and prayed along with all other teachers for 10th to lead a good life. The last event
was the one for which everybody was waiting eagerly, that is “the ramp walk” where Mr.Unicent and Miss.Unicent was to be chosen. After
a long Q/A round, by our beloved Principal and Coordinators, the winners were chosen and crowned. Last but not the least the 10th graders
passed on the candles to us which carried the responsibilities, norms, resolutions and spirit to take their place. We ended the show
successfully by cake cutting with zeal of succeeding and also tears.
What a brilliant day it was!! It would have not been possible without profound support and guidance of our teachers!! May you always live
happily in your life may you always triumph in the competitions and challenges of life. Not wistfully but cheerfully, the last word from us
would be “GOODBYE”.

- Parikshith IX

A TRIAL TO THE SUSTENANCE OF HEALTHY DIET
It all started as a part of SEWA programme introduced by government for CBSE schools that has to commence as program to create spirit
of responsibility towards the society by students and contribute to the society not as the citizens of a particular community or nation but as a
citizen of the world. A change that would create a much sophisticated world for the future generations, an indoctrination to annihilate the
leading-edge issues feeding on our planet.
The mark of a change, embarked on when eco club worked on the issues to be chosen. Though we have considered many cataclysmic
issues, we have inclined towards processed and prepackaged food un hygienic food’ has many effects on the human kind of the entire
cosmos. We decided to acknowledge the society, the need to prejudice unhealthy food which is preferred by many people now days, and
enhance on healthy food.
As soon as we have singled out the issue, before making endurance into the outside world, we decided to acquaint our fellow students with
the strategy. We conducted a survey in our school and in our neighborhood among different working class, to know about the living style,
daily routine, standard of living ,from which we have presumed that many students in school pack bring unhealthy snacks and packed food
like, chocolates, biscuits, chips, etc. as substitute or even main food ,unaware of the ill effects caused.
Students begin to develop and design their mindset in developing solutions for change in their communities with a sense of well-being,
problem-solving.
To put those ideas into action, initially a rally was organized with a multitude of several handcrafted pla-cards reverberating our ideas on
healthy snack, a way after we have propagated in the classrooms.
Putting into force the designed layout of the program, students collected Rs/-20 and some amount within our proximity for buying the
requisite for promoting and propagating the Healthy Snack in the community as well. In this process, a visit to government school ensued
and acquiescence of the Principal.
Next step ahead was seniors students took responsibility of preparing the snack to be demonstrated and distributed. They worked
analogously and they soaked 1 kg of green gram, black eye beans, peanuts or chana respectively with an appropriate proportion with
compliance to the affordable price and within reach of commoners.
When the assortment was in the uptown of our satisfaction, we had set out our journey into the outside world. We arranged the blend as
attractive and clear as possible. As an appraisal and a boost to our spirits various other schools like Eves high school, favored our mix and
were likely to introduce that snack in their food plan. Taking forward our drive, we visited the government schools displayed charts
showing the benefits of healthy snacks and constituent was shared. There was such a acclamation that every student and teachers have had
their opinion in favor of the delicious and healthy food.

- Ananya - X

GARDENING-A TRENDY PASSION
As per CBSE curriculum we have gardening as an extracurricular activity for class 6th. In
the month of June we started teaching with soil preparation for Potting of Plants. The
Children were watching and noting down the seeds sowed by them and categorizing the
seeds according to their germination rates. It was a pleasant surprise to our children when
our Director and Principal have allotted a beautiful place for gardening. From that day they
started planning about their garden. They prepared the garden area all by themselves starting
from ploughing, selecting seeds, sowing, watering, mulching and maintaining. They grew
plants like tomatoes, palak, amaranthus, coriander, beans, okra, banana and mainly radish
for 2 seasons. Mean while some classes were conducted indoor to teach them about cutting,
grafting and weeds. It became a memorable day for them as they harvested their radish as a
big heap and distributed among themselves and teachers. All together our school garden
gave the children a great exposure in gardening skills. They gave the garden water, manure
along with love, care and affection while the garden spoke to them back by showering the
with good harvest knowledge and happiness.
- Mrs. Kavitha

UNICENT’S
FLOGA- SPORTS
EVENT
UNICENT’S
FLOGASPORTS
EVENT
“EDUCATION WITHOUT SPORTS IS INCOMPLETE”
A sudden rush from the stairway, and a sudden raid from the hall! All this happens to fall when it s time for their haul- It’s not whimsical
or being poetic ,when it’s children, with temptation we know their merry eyes are rolling down the play ground. It’s a moment when
three doors left unguarded and they enter pavement of paradise. Yes!! It was more of a surplus fun and excitement for UNIENTIANS on
14th November for FLOGA, sports event. The annual sports function of our school was held amidst zeal, frolicsome atmosphere. The
event name ‘Floga’ Go Win the Glory! 'Floga' a flame. A flame of spirit within – one that is cherished, nurtured and fed, which stood as
one of the grandeur and most entertainment. The field was decorated with flags, festoons and colorful backdrop. An energizing
equestrian display set the tone for the rest of the event.
Mr. Seshu sir, Principal of Unicent Bachupally, the chief Guest for the occasion was welcomed with guard of honor engulfed by the
cheerful countenances as fresh as a daisies looking for the beginning of the energizing event. Introductory verses and the recital of
Shloka by the anchors and choir had favored the occasion. The distinguished Chief guest was accompanied by Honorable Principal
Mrs. Ramadevi and the coordinators for the inaugural lamp lighting ceremony. No sooner had the School prayer boosted the strength of
students than began the display of March past by four houses namely, Subhash Chandra bose, Chandrashekar Azad, Lokamanya Tilak,
Bhagat singh houses led by the school cabinet and Captains and Vice captains respectively followed by the ‘Floga’ torch run by the head
boy, district & state level sports winners & participants of the school. The event started off with Sports open and flying balloons
symbolically representing the school motto: Reach out, Reach High and Reach Beyond. It was a unique platform to prove their prowess
from all the grades. The song performance by Master Amitesh of grade IX stood as a splendid captivating everyone’s hearts and making
all to dwell in the tune of his mesmerizing melody, highlighting the prominence of children’s day.
As a matter of fact, Children intuitively know what they wanted and when they are not. The way that they are raised from the cradle and
are brought will affect the people they will become. Respecting the regulations which govern and the desire to participate in the true
spirit of sportsmanship by the students for the honor of the event, glorify any sport meet. The Invocation Dance was all the more
inspiring and attractive. The arrival of the Director Mr. Sunil Sir doubled the energy of the students.
They were flashes of lightning down the track, by the pre-primary to grade X. They worked at their stride confident and glowing with
pride. They were screams and boisterous excitement and moments which went out of breath, when there was equivalent competency
from among their own beloved peers.
Starters were the tiny tots, Nursery kids as Buzzing Bee’s, LKG as Jelly Fish, Peg The Cloth by UKG enticing the audience with their
adroitness and unmindful of the significance of the occasion. it was followed by a rhythmic and melodious Telugu song. Ribbon drill
was all in sync and a striking performance by the houses in uniformity.
Wrought with the commentary and the propriety the Ice Cream Cone Relay & Scoop and Win Relay racers from I & II grades had put on
the show quite exuberantly. Sometimes we lose, and sometimes we win, as the saying goes, the runners got appreciation and the
winners the reward. It was then a snap shot moment for the winners from grade III & IV for Balancing Hoop & Hurdle race & Net
Throw Ball, V & VI for Obstacle race & Kho-Kho .Whether one needs an educational harmony about how to be optimistic, building
self-esteem, Unicent gives its students varied spheres of opportunities. Toppers from grade 10, the passed out batch are the truly the
stake holders of the accolades for taking the schools name high , with their best results in CBSE exam for the year 2018-19. They were
awarded with a winning trophy and a medal besides the sports eminent from the school. Dandia Drill of IV & V was an enthralling
performance. Later the candies from Pre-primary who stole the hearts with their races have snatched their winning PRIZES!! Songs in
Hindi & English were an added niche to the fiesta. Obstacle races for VII-X were the strings attached next. The spectators were
particularly enthused by the Pyramids performances and praised the efforts of winners of various races of high school with the trophies
profusely. Highlight of the event was a Doha by Ms. Adhya of grade II made everyone to be spell bound.
Duly the event took to its pace and it was time for Principal mam to announce the OVERALL FLOGA CHAMPIONSHIP SHIELD.
Subash Chandra Bose house won the acclaim and lots of praises had flown to the House Mistress Mrs. Rangasai and her team.
Honorable Director Sunil Sir, conceded in his students address the essentiality of being fit and healthy which enlightened the young
minds. The backbone and the formidable strength of students and staff, our beloved Principal Mrs. Rama Devi finally delivered her
message on a meticulous note.
The successful vibes of children’s day celebration were imbibed in the grand event FLOGA and both the events splashed their purpose
in a splendid stood unique by being united. The rendition of National Anthem at the end, with the spirit of Nationality, integrity and
harmony, had we all audaciously believed that we have had a well organized and perfect event. One that corner which left partly
incomplete was the missing the gracious presence of the parents yet the children stupendously performed their role. The goal of
physical education is to develop physically educated individuals who have the knowledge, skills and confidence to enjoy lifetime h
elpful physical activity which our UNICENTIANS have veined it all!!- Mrs. Anitha

ACHIEVEMENTS IN EXTERNAL COMPETITIONS-(2019-20)
“If you are a true warrior, competition doesn’t scare you. It makes you better.” Life at school is a veritable roller coaster ride full of
fun, exuberance and an abundance of adventurous experiences. Unicent school provided its students with ample opportunities to
unleash their exceptional abilities. The results in the external competitions have reached the pinnacle of success this year with mock
test (IMO,NSO,NCO,IEO,IGKO) Math, Science Computers, G.k & English revisions being enforced into their learning styles.
Grade 1 bashed the IMO test with 92% upshot, in which 6 students won appreciation at an International platform.
This year, we’ve witnessed a win-win situation in every level, with an enriching experience as they participated in various
competitions like Recitation, Speeches, Debate, Characterization, Vocabulary test etc., Be it the tiny tots of pre- primary or the
budding youngsters of high school many a students were able to pull out all the stops to grab a bunch of prizes. It has always been a
collaborative effort of experienced teachers, striving students and ever inspiring Principal, which led to the success of these
champions.
Sreeja Krishnan of grade-4 bagged 1st prize for the portrayal of the epic jester in Sri Krishna Devaraya’s court, Sri Tenali Rama
winning the hearts of the judges with her witty performance As a feather in cap, Sresta Polkam of grade 4, stood 3rd in recitation at
Suchitra Academy. Master Ayaan Lakhani of grade 10 impressed the jury and stood first in DRSMUN 2019, competition at DRS
International.
Always aiming to promote invaluable importance of sports and fitness and indulge students into art, our school has accepted
invitation from ‘Cultivating Art Organization’ competition in which 6 among 40 could hit a home run for district level competition.
N. Subhiksha of class-2, with her abstract drawing skills made the way to the State level gaining at the District level at Foster
Billabong International School.
Showcasing’ literary and cultural competencies, the Unicentians grabbed prizes for Recitation, Vegetable Carving, Model- Making
and Thumb Painting in ‘Melange’, at Meridian.Design Championship gives students a chance to reignite their creative side.
Students are exposed to learn 21st century skills through such competitions. Juniors and Seniors were selected for final round in
Industrial Design, App Design, Graphic Design and Game Design. Our Students of class IX & VII secured second place for App
Design. Our budding champions left no stone unturned to participate in competitions yet another.

THE UNIQUE LEARNING STYLES OF UNICENTIANS
We could feel a lot of optimum changes in the way the children think and perceive
things in our classrooms when we were teaching the topic National symbols - The
Country’s pride for preprimary and ‘A Celebration to Relive culture and
Tradition’ on festivals that are celebrated in India, Sri Lanka, Singapore, USA,
Kenya and Mozambique for classes 1 and 2.
The topic National symbols - The Country’s pride not only sensitized the children
with the names of the countries - India, Srilanka, United States of America,
United Kingdom, Singapore, Japan, and Mozambique and their flags and
symbols but realized that it is an identity of those countries and hence the need to
respect and appreciate them. The various activities like ‘Colouring’, ‘Show and
Talk’ using face masks of national symbols, ‘Quizzing’ enhanced their thinking
skills and knowledge on national symbols tremendously. And these activities
were shared over Google Hangout - a collaborative session with Stella Maris
International School, Pemba, Mozambique. Our children became curious and
amazed to see the Mozambique children’s response in the laptop screen.
The children dressed up in Srilankan saree and dhothi and shirt to sing the
national anthem of Sri Lanka on our Republic Day celebration in school. They
now understand that every country has a flag, a symbol and a National Anthem.
The children of 1 and 2 realized that many countries are having cultural, religious
and national festivals like India through the topic A Celebration to Relive culture
and Tradition’.
The children were introduced to continents, countries and the unique festivals
celebrated in countries through a PPT session and identifying countries on a
globe. Many children referred the countries where they visited and where their
relatives and family members live and also shared Skype communications
happened between them.
Assembly presentation conducted to improve their public speaking skills on
unique festivals. In which the children spoke about the main ritual, celebration,
traditional cuisine, traditional clothing and also the significance of the festivals.
They learned to compare the festivals through a role play. The traditional foods of
the countries were transformed and given a vegetarian, Indian touch by our
teachers and taught the recipes and preparation of the food, nutritional values to
our children to explore the traditional cuisines as our concept day. On that day, the
parents were excited to see the children explaining about ingredients, recipes and
nutritional values of other countries’ traditional foods. The children realized that
the foods the people eat are prominently related to their region where live in.
They know now the festivals are there for the people to mend and enrich their
relationships and for togetherness. The children compared the festivals through
rituals, traditional cuisine, clothing, lanterns, kites, games conducted during the
festivals, visiting their loved ones graves etc. The festivals are also connected
with the history, almighty and nature. The children learnt to wish in the language
of the countries - Sri Lanka, Singapore, USA, Kenya and Mozambique taken for
study.
The children started to use ‘Ayobhavan’, ‘Bohoma istuti’ in Sinhala language of
Sri Lanka. ‘nǐ hǎo’ in Manderin Chinese. In Mozambique, ‘Ola’ in Portuguese.
They asked questions like ‘Why many countries got independence from British
and Mozambique from Portuguese?’ They also listed out the independence days
of the countries and they have a holiday in India. The children started planning
their summer vacation in Sri Lanka, Singapore, USA, Kenya and Mozambique.
There was a collaborative session conducted over Google Hangout with Stella
Maris International School, Pemba, Mozambique. In which our children were
speaking about our national flag, the meanings of the We also surprised to see few
of the children of Stella Maris International School were speaking Hindi and
wished us ‘Namasthe’.
Once they sang their national anthem, our children stood still and paid respect.
The learning completely changed our school atmosphere and taught the children
and as well as the teachers to RELIVE through our festivals.
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